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800,000 pounds
of STEAM per hour
from one unit!
"Matthew S. Sloan, president of the New York
Edison and associated companies,announced yester-
day the closing of a contract with the International
Combustion Engineering Company for three boilers
that will be the largest ever built."
"The over-all height of the new boilers, which are
of the Double Ladd type with fin tube water walls,
will be 95 feet, with furnaces 23 feet wide and
extending back 65 feet. Each will supply a maxi-
mum of 800,000 pounds of steam an hour at a
temperature of 700 degrees Fahrenheit, at 425
pounds a square inch pressure."
"With a heating surface of 60,000 square feet each,
the compactness of the battery of boilers will make
them not only the greatest producers of steam in
the world but also the most economical for the
space occupied and the coal consumed."
COMBUSTION ENGINEERING CORPORATION
International Combustion Building 200 Madison Ave., New York
A Subsidiary of
INTERNATIONAL COMBUSTION ENGINEERING CORPORATION
COMBUSTION ENGINEERING
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Grinding
Ball Bearinos
" to almost
unbelievable
precision limits
•"T may be human to err,
but error has no place
in the New Departure
plant. Human ingenuity
has circumvented error by
all but eliminating the
human element and by
putting its trust in ma-
chinery — superhuman in
the uniform accuracy of
its production.
THE superiority of the ball bearing over other formsof anti-friction devices is built on its marvelous accur-
acy of manufacture—the exquisite precision of every part.
The final steps in the fabrication of New Departure
Ball Bearings are the grinding and lapping operations. The
raceways are finished mirror-smooth, precise in eccentricity,
diameter and curvature to almost unbelievable limits, by
exclusive methods.
One fact can be divulged, however. The smoothness
and accuracy of the grinding is accomplished partly by the
use of spindles mounted on New Departures—"turning up"
as high as 30,000 R. P. M.
New Departure Ball Bearing precision lends permanent
precision to the machinery which it supports. Fifty million
a year are used to banish the excessive maintenance costs
of friction, wear and lost power.
NEW DEPARTURE
1160 BALL BEARINGS
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Paving a Highway
in the Mountains
U NTIL, July, 1927, the Mountain Springsgrade was a treacherous ten miles of
rocky trail which led out of the Imperial Valley
into the mountains of San Diego, California.
At that time a concrete highway, 20 feet wide
and 7.2 miles in length, was completed. Its ele-
vation variance is approximately 1800 feet mak-
ing an average grade of 7% with super-elevated
curves and a continuous series of alternating
reverses.
Unusual conditions — preparing a grade from
solid rock formation, long haul of materials,
temperature as high as 122° — demanded rug-
ged, dependable equipment. That's one reason
why the Koehring Heavy Duty Shovel did all
the excavation work — traveling over uneven
rock formation.
At the stock pile and batcher bin a Koehring
Heavy Duty Crane handled the crushed rock
and sand while on the grade a Koehring Heavy
Duty Paver mixed the dominant strength con-
crete, — a complete Koehring-equipped job.
KOEHRING COMPANY
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
Manufacturers of
Pavers, Mixers—Gasoline Shovels, Cranes and Draglines
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General view of the United States Military Academy, West Point, JV. Y,
PROBABLY no single spot in this country is more widely knownthan West Point, where our future army commanders receivetheir education and training in the arts of war.
As an army post in the Revolution, West Point's fortifications
were the works that Benedict Arnold attempted to deliver into the
hands of the British. Later the United States Military Academy was
established and is now composed of magnificent buildings, parade
grounds and athletic fields.
It is a source of pride to the Otis organization that most of the
famous buildings of the world are equipped with Otis Elevators and
West Point is no exception to this rule; five Otis Elevators are installed
in various buildings of the Academy.
Throughout the world, in far-off places and at home in familiar
surroundings, we find that people everywhere depend upon Otis for
safe, speedy Vertical Transportation.
OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE WORLD
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